
FEATURE DOCUMENTARY FILM 
P R E S S K I T

“In an early contender for one of the best films of the 
year, Mika Mattila captures with stunning clarity the 
hubris and arrogance of human tourism. A startling and 
beautiful masterwork about our connection with the 
world. CARNIVAL PILGRIMS is essential viewing for 
everyone, everywhere.”

- Joonatan Itkonen / TOISTO



LOGLINE 

What makes us move? Why the restless desire to rest somewhere far away? Carnival Pilgrims is a 
cinematic reflection on the phenomena of global tourism and the perpetual desire to be somewhere 
else. 

BASIC CONCEPT 

Nomad caravans traversing boundless wastelands… Solemn pilgrim dragging a heavy cross through 
Via Dolorosa… Japanese couple in a hysterical frenzy at the sight of Santa Claus… Crowds struggling 
for a perfect selfie in front of Mona Lisa… Backpackers whispering in awe at the sight of an ancient 
tribal ritual…  

Another day is about to begin in the theme park called the Planet Earth. Here adventures are safe, myths 
real, paradises earthly and the tourist is always the hero. We’ve all been there. Every modern person 
travels and we all know what tourism is all about… or do we? We are so busy dreaming about where, 
when & how, that we rarely ask ourselves: Why? What did all those trips do to me in the end? Carnival 
Pilgrims is an exploration on the essence of the tourist experience, a cinematic tour through some of the 
most iconic pilgrimage sites of the contemporary world, taking a hard look at these carousels of endless 
fun and ever elusive enlightenment. 

Film evolves through three distinct movements: First Movement (The Hero) examining the dynamics of 
Romantic Journeys from the perspective of the traveller-heroes themselves. Second Movement (The 
Tourist) shifts focus to the masses and their feverish search for authenticity Finally the Third Movement 
(The Pilgrim) juxtaposes ancient pilgrimage traditions with contemporary tourism and we come to 
explore the ritualistic nature of these spectacles that seem to unite the entire humankind around totems 
of tourism.  

The film is driven forward through observational moments with various travellers, whose experiences we 
share for awhile, and on the other: through a more analytical, distanced point of views. Observational 
moments are mixed with archival footage and voices from the past, that anchor the contemporary events 
to socio-historical motifs, nostalgic memories and ancient myths. 
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TECHNICAL DETAILS 
GENRE:     Feature documentary, visual essay. 
RUNTIME:     87 min 
SCREENING FORMAT:    DCP - 5.1 surround / ProRes422HQ / 1080P/ 25 fps / 16:9 
LANGUAGE:     Various languages: English, Akkadian, Romanian, Mandarin,   
     Finnish, French, Spanish, Urdu 
SUBTITLES:     English 
WRITER, DIRECTOR & CAMERA:  Mika Mattila 
EDITING:    Okku Nuutilainen, Anders Teigen, Mika Mattila 
COMPOSER:    Kristoffer Lo 
SOUND DESIGN:   Jørgen Meyer, Audun Kvitland / Ambolt Audio 
PRODUCER:     Mika Mattila / Ideasthetic llc., Finland 
CO-PRODUCER:    Dag Hoel / Dag Hoel Filmproduksjon, Norway 
CO-PRODUCTION BROADCASTERS:  GEO Television, RTL & YLE, Finnish Broadcasting Company 
SUPPORTED BY:    Finnish Film Foundation, AVEK, Norwegian Film Institute,   

     Midtnorsk Filmsenter, Ambolt Audio 

DOCPOINT HELSINKI FILM FESTIVAL SCREENING SCHEDULE 
WORLD PREMIERE - Tuesday 28/1/2020, 17.30 - Maxim 1 

Thursday 30/1/2020 18.00 - Kinopalatsi 6 
Sunday 2/2/2020, 13.00 - Maxim 1 

TRAILER: 
https://vimeo.com/385308013 

SCREENER: 
https://vimeo.com/365966068 

PW: pilgrinale 

WEBSITE: 
www.ideasthetic.com/carnival pilgrims 

STILL IMAGES: 
https://www.chimerasfilm.com/copy-of-cp-presskit 

https://vimeo.com/385308013
https://vimeo.com/365966068
http://www.ideasthetic.com/carnival%20pilgrims


LONG SYNOPSIS 

“The most fundamental human desire is not sex. It is to be somewhere else!” claims anthropologist Dean 
MacCannell in The Prelude of the film. And indeed, for eons Homo Sapiens roamed around the planet 
as migratory hunter gatherers, until we  stopped and turned ourselves into farmers. Ever since, man 
has moaned about his self-inflicted imprisonment. T 

The first narrative that humanity decides to pen down, tells of Gilgamesh escaping the depression in 
his city and embarking on a journey to the Faraway, where lies the lost secret of immortality. As we 
hear out the modern commuters dreaming about leaving “this life” behind and finding “something 
special” out there, it seems that not much has changed in 4000 years. Some of us are still dreaming of 
finding the immortality in such places as Jerusalem or Mecca, while others are using slightly less 
grandiose words for their otherworldly utopias. Many can’t quite name the targets of their hazy 
desires, but they still know that they need to go… somewhere else. Man had settled in his cities, but 
his soul clearly had not quite managed to do the same. 

Once travel ceased to be the core everyday experience, it turned into something special, a domain of 
heroes and outcasts. On the footsteps of Gilgamesh, film’s First Movement: “The Hero”, joins us with 
several travellers pursuing their larger-than-life travel dreams played out in the real world: Hunting 
crocodiles at the last the frontierlands of Papuan jungles; Pilgrimage to Jerusalem in the footsteps of 
Jesus; Confronting the sublime during sunrise in Grand Canyon… The19th century romantic spirit 
seems to be truly alive when we hear out tourist-heroes outlining their dreams of a perfect travel 
experience. As the film progresses to ever loftier heights of “authenticity” and ever more intense 
experiences of “living to the fullest”, one might start wondering about the nature and origin of these 
desires. “Are my dreams mine at all?”: asks the Chinese traveller amidst the magical Parisian haze. 

Second Movement: The Tourist, starts with the 19th century “inventor” of tourism, Thomas Cook and 
his passionate eulogy in praise of mass tourism. Cook sees tourism as a route to the world peace and 
universal brotherhood. And indeed, through Cook’s ingenious “excursion system”, suddenly these 
larger-than-life dreams are not only domain of solitary romantic heroes, but seemingly attainable for 
the whole of humanity! Once the gigantic cruiser ships unleash hordes of dreamers to the narrow 
alleyways of Venice, the paradox of the contemporary tourism however reveals itself: If everybody is 
entitled to take part in these elitist romances, the romantic experience is destroyed. It becomes harder 
and harder to maintain illusions. In the end, the only authenticity that remains, seems to be the 



authentic tourism. Yet oddly enough, this does not really seem to bother travellers themselves. Most 
of us are in fact perfectly happy playing along with these performances of authenticity.  

At this point the film also changes gears and we move away from the intimate, internal reflections 
that dominated the 1st Movement. We now observe the kaleidoscope of touristic spectacles,  masses 
feverishly seeking out the fun and enlightenment around the globe. Tourist seems to be rather 
content with the theatre of ever-changing scenes and sensations, the constant bombardment of new 
experiences. In the end, what seems to be important, is not even the satisfactions found, but rather 
the hunt for the novelties in itself. Life becomes a series of games that one can try one after another; 
countries become destinations; spaces turn into backdrops; pursuit of happiness becomes an 
experience hunt; relations become performances. 

At the end of 2nd Movement we arrive at a crowded, brutalist Mediterranean seaside resort, arguably 
the most scorned form of travel by the elitist romantic. Here the film again shifts it’s point of view. An 
elderly Spanish beachgoer eloquently describes the rituals of worshipping Sun, Sand & Sea as 
beautiful collective, spiritual experience. This leads us to the Third Movement: The Pilgrim.  As we 
follow a solemn Romanian pilgrim tracing footsteps of Jesus in Jerusalem, the parallels with tourism 
gradually become apparent. “I touch the Holy Land and then I bring it home! It’s like child’s play: God 
becomes something I can touch and feel.”,  she ponders once her delirious procession has reached a 
serene end at the grave of Jesus.  

The film climaxes on a montage of Global Carnival, where the various trips we’ve seen, blend to each 
other and the World of Tourism is shown in a singular celebration of our planet. The sceneries, 
traditions, ethnicities, religions, arts & cultures, all come to be seen partaking in never-ending global 
party, where the diversities of the World are celebrated as objects of enjoyment and veneration. One 
is left to wonder whether this celebration of difference, actually celebrates the difference, or does it in 
fact just end up trivialising it? 

At the Faraway Gilgamesh did indeed find the magical plant that restores one to his youth, but on the 
way home, that plant was stolen by a serpent. He had to return the city without it, to face old age and 
death. So, once the fireworks at Disneyland and candles in Jerusalem have died out, the question 
remains unanswered: What was it all for? Or as Gilgamesh puts it: “If this enterprise was never to be 
accomplished, oh God, why did you so stir my soul with this restless desire.” 



FILMMAKER’S STATEMENT 

Two decades ago, when starting an adventure in South America, I was filled with excitement 
in confronting an entire continent full of unexplored worlds. Such a sense of freedom, as one 
could go randomly where ever the moment suggested… After few months it started to dawn 
on me that I was not going “where ever”, but was in fact following a clearly marked network of 
well trodden routes traversing the continent. Despite my best efforts to “explore the 
unknown”, I kept running to the same people, whether in Macchu Picchu, or in Patagonia. 
Somehow my adventures were rather similar with every other explorer on this “gringo trail”. 
And when examining little closer the dreams and ideals of “authenticity” that seemed to be 
driving these trips of mine, it started feel more and more that I was most excited when 
confronting something that matched pretty closely with some nostalgic memento from 
Tintin or National Geographic. Somehow I was not in charge. Around that time I started 
thinking about a film that could somehow deal with this gap that existed between what I had 
imagined of doing, and what in fact I had ended up doing. 

When I tell people about the basic concept of the film, I often face a certain bafflement. 
Especially so, after I’ve explained that I’m not at all interested on the more extreme types of 
tourism (war, sex, shock tourism etc.), but in such commonplace phenomenas like 
sightseeing, lying at the beach, taking selfies or visiting museums. And indeed, If you do not 
happen to be one of the travellers yourself, tourism is actually rather boring stuff. And this is 
precisely why tourism interests me: Due to it’s absolute banality, we all think that we know 
what it is all about, yet we don’t. I feel that in tourism, we have a massive blind spot in relation 
to our self conception, a revelatory opening to the nature of contemporary experience. 
Tourism is a huge part of the modern way of life and travel in general is a central trait of 
human psyche. Yet there is surprisingly little available in terms of critical or artistic 
approaches to the subject matter. Travel sections are among the biggest ones in our 
bookshops, yet it is hard to find a single book dealing with the psychology of travel or the 
history of tourism. In art, tourism usually forms a backdrop for something “more serious”, 
rarely being the focus of attention in itself. In the cases when tourism actually is the main 
point, the focus tends to be on the “victims” of tourism: the environmental issues, 
exploitation, cultural damages etc., rarely on the experience of the tourist’s themselves. Yet it 



is clear that tourism is something extremely important for us. Just look at the way we display 
our travels at the living rooms around the globe. The souvenirs are there at the pedestal of 
honour: right next to the crucifix, buddha, chairman Mao, wedding photos, even urns. Exactly  
like the pilgrims have always displayed the holy relics at their shrines. 

So if it’s such central aspect of our lives, why do we seem to shy away from examining our 
motivations to travel? Perhaps because most people do not want to see see themselves as 
tourists? Or perhaps we just do not want to ruin our holidays. Too critical of a stance would 
easily destroy the illusions at these “theatres of authenticity”, so even the most critical minds 
tend to loosen up when it comes to heir holidays. Or perhaps our lack of introspection in 
relation to our travel, has something to do with the childlike, playful nature of these ritual 
journeys? Tourism might be one of the last areas in our lives, where there seems to be hardly 
any room for irony. We still tend to take rather seriously our romantic ideals when it comes to 
our travels. In Carnival Pilgrims I see an unique opportunity to probe into subject matter that 
is utterly familiar, yet suspiciously unexplored. 

CONCEPTUAL  BACKGROUND - TOURISM AS RITUAL 

Carnival Pilgrims is an examination of a vast subject matter that defies any easy explanation. The 
more I’ve examined the behaviour of  the tourists, the more it shows itself as a kind of a ritual, a 
set of secular rites for modernity’s ideals. Thus the ritual - and by extension the sacred - becomes 
the key foundational concept, from which the the aesthetic approach for the film was derived.  

Ritual is an eternal and cyclical re-enactment of a myth, timeless and spaceless pattern that can 
be evoked anywhere and at any time. Carnival Pilgrims is therefore in some sense a film about a 
fixed patterns, ritual performances. Consequently there is no real temporal development for the 
characters within the film. Audience should get a feeling that these rituals of travel happen in 
the same way, again and again; day after day; trip after trip.… There is anticipation and 
excitement of course, but no real surprises, no real turning points nor any dramatic tensions. 
Whatever drama there is, it is just a kind of theatrical play. Deep down, all participants probably 
also are aware of  this 



So, just like a carousel ride, these touristic rituals can be repeated endlessly with more or less 
expected results. We do not want to get too invested in the individual characters and their 
idiosyncrasies. Rather the film tries to transcend into the realm of universality of the ritual 
patterns themselves. Attempt is to capture the nature of the “sacred” dynamics that operates 
behind the seeming frivolity of the touristic rites. On the other hand, a rite of passage can be a 
deeply transformative, personal experience. Therefore  this personal, individual point of view 
cannot be overlooked either, so the film tries to find a balance between portrayal of intimate and 
general perspectives. 

Memory and sense of time, is another important theme that carries through film. Via use of 
archival footage, old phonograph recordings, quotes from the past, classical paintings, etc. the 
film attempts to evoke the deep sense of historical and mythological weight that still today 
influences these seemingly superficial tourist rites. The use of these “voices of the past” also aims 
at creating a stronger sense of timelessness, or rather simultaneity of ages present in these ritual 
spaces. Travel in space also means travel in time: an attempt to relive some mythical golden age, 
pastoral idyll, Belle Epoque, pristine state of natural bliss… childhood. A moment of timeless 
innocence outside the relentless passage of time. 

One should however be careful not to overtly emphasise the theoretical schemes working 
behind the film. The historical or sociological arguments that influence the films premise are 
always suggestive, rather than laid out in open. At no point it is the intention to teach the 
audience about the historical or sociological developments, nor to explain anything. Filmmaker 
may have his schemas and ideas that drive his curiosity, but the audiences should be able to 
develop their own stances as well. The film aims to create a experiential space that helps to 
reflect on these issues, without restricting the thinking too much. 



REVIEWS



FILMMAKERS

DIRECTOR, WRITER & CINEMATOGRAPHER - MIKA MATTILA 

Finnish filmmaker specialising on the creative documentary films that explore 
the boundaries of the genre as an art form. Mattila emphasises in his work 
global perspectives, in terms of the subject matters, collaborations as well as 
audiences. He divides his time between the roles of a producer, director and 
cinematographer, with his cinematography consistently screening at major 
international film festivals around the world. Since 2005 until 2012 Mattila lived 
permanently in Beijing, China, and he still works on a regular basis in East Asia. 
Mattila’s directorial debut, Chimeras (2013) examines the identity crisis of 

Chinese modernity through the lives of two contemporary artists. This thought provoking film 
has toured the festival circuit across the globe, gaining few prizes along the way and a high 
critical acclaim. Mattila is the founder of a Helsinki based production company Ideasthetic llc.  

SELECTED FILMOGRAPHY - AS DIRECTOR
THE ACTIVIST, 2019 - Documentary Series, 5 x 30 min. 
Parad Media, co-prod with YLE (Finnish Bradcasting Co) / SVT (Swedish Broadcasting Co.).  

A five-part documentary series about people prepared to venture beyond conventional ethics (and 
sometimes beyond the boundaries of law) in their pursuit of change, presented by Pirate Bay spokesman 
and founding member Peter Sunde Kolmisoppi. Series aims in going deep behind the idealist slogans 
or sensationalist headlines, in order to tap with the core dynamics at play. Each episode presents on one 
type of activism. Some are well known figures: The whistleblowers archetype: Edward Snowden; The 
self-styled “Eco-Warrior” Paul Watson of Sea Shepherds; the Swedish artist Lars Vilks, whose provocative 
Mohammed drawings have turned him into champion of freedom of expression, but also one of worlds 
most hunted men. Other episodes deal with grassroots activists who have joined their respective “causes” 
as part of a collective:  Anarchists fighting German energy company at Hambach or an anti-deportation 
group who suddenly face terrorism charges and potentially life in prison. 

THE ACTIVIST TRAILER: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZItqFGdnL5k 

THE ACTIVIST VOD (currently only available in Finland):  
https://areena.yle.fi/1-4590537 

CHIMERAS, 2013 - Feature Documentary Film, 87 min 
Navy Blue Bird, a co-production with:YLE (Finnish Broadcasting co.), SVT (Swedish Broadcasting 
co.). - ALSO CINEMATOGRAPHY  

“Intellectually bracing, visually arresting documentary… …an ethereal journey into a 
creatively conflicted East. Portraying two minds in aesthetic crisis. Mattila freeze-frames 
China at a moment when its aspirations are at war with its sense of identity.” - VARIETY 

CHIMERAS WEBSITE (reviews, festivals etc.):  
https://www.chimerasfilm.com 

SCREENER:  
https://vimeo.com/113643853 

https://areena.yle.fi/1-4590537
https://www.chimerasfilm.com/press
https://vimeo.com/113643853


MEMORIES OF DARKNESS (chapter of THE DARKNESS COLLECTION), 2015 - short film, 5 min 
Comissioned by curator Oskar Alegria,. Anthology by 38 film directors across the globe. Premired 
at Punto De Vista biennale, and has since toured museums and festivals around Europe (ie. 
Madrid, Barcelona, Helsinki DocPoint etc) - ALSO CINEMATOGRAPHY  

SELECTED WORKS - AS CINEMATOGRAPHER 

-SHADOW FLOWERS - Feature Documentary Film, IDFA FEATURE LEGTH COMPETITION 2019 
D:Yi Seung-Jun, Blue Bird Productions llc. - REPUBLIC of KOREA  

Mattila teams up with the 2020 Academy Award nominee Yi Seung-jun in his historically unique 
film that overturns our ideas about South and North Korea. Mattila took care of the demanding 
shoots in North Korea, making two trips to Pyongyang during the production.  

https://www.idfa.nl/en/film/739b028e-8008-4a74-84f8-675118192580/shadow-flowers 

-TALKING WITH THE DEAD, 2020 - Feature Documentary Film, TR Productions - FRANCE.  

-CONDUCTIVITY,  2020 - Feature Documentary Film D:Anna-Karin Grönroos,Tuffi Films llc.,YLE 
(Finnish Broadcasting co.) - FINLAND  

https://docpointfestival.fi/en/tapahtumat/films/conductivity/ 

-WRITTEN IN DUST, 2014 - Feature film (silent fiction), 90 min. 
D: Gareth Rees, Brownian Motion inc. & JR & Others llc. - PR CHINA, UNITED KINGDOM.  

-EKOPOLIS, 2013 - Documentary Film, 60 min, IDFA MID-LENGTH COMPETITION 2013  
D: Anna-Karin Grönroos, Illume Oy,YLE Dokumenttiprojekti - FINLAND  

-RED FOREST HOTEL, 2013 - Feature Documentary Film. D: Mika Koskinen, Luxian Productions 
Oy,YLE Dokumenttiprojekti. - FINLAND.  

IDFA FEATURE LENGTH COMPETITION 2012 

-GESAR BARD’S TALE, 2013 - Feature Documentary Film. D:DonaghColeman, IllumeOy, YLE 
Dokumenttiprojekti, RTE IRELAND.  

-FACING CHANGES, 2008 - Feature Documentary Film. D: Mika Koskinen, Making Movies llc - 
FINLAND, DENMARK.  

-ARVOISA HERRA TARZAN, 2002 - Documentary Film, 60 min. D: Katariina Lillqvist, Camera 
Cagliostro,YLE TV1 - FINLAND  

-UKKOSRUMPU, 2001 - Documentary Film, 45 min. D: Katariina Lillqvist, Camera Cagliostro,YLE 
TV1 - FINLAND.  

https://www.idfa.nl/en/film/739b028e-8008-4a74-84f8-675118192580/shadow-flowers
https://docpointfestival.fi/en/tapahtumat/films/conductivity/


EDITOR - ANDERS TEIGEN 

Anders Teigen is the editor of prize winning documentaries like “The Armwrestler from 
Solitude” (Swedish Guldbagge Best Documentary 2004), “Big John” (Best Nordic Documentary 
2008) and “Brothers” (Amanda, Best Norwegian Documentary 2015). In 2019 he was nominated 
for Best Documentary Editing at Gullruten (Norway), for «Golden Dawn Girls». With 35 films, he is 
one of the most accomplished Nordic documentary film editors, working on regular basis in 
international co-productions. He is a member of The European Film Academy. 

https://m.imdb.com/name/nm1344739/filmotype/editor?ref_=m_nmfm_1 

EDITOR - OKKU NUUTILAINEN 

Finnish film editor and visual artist. Okku has had extensive experience in documentary film 
editing since 2009, having worked recently among other things with such internationally 
acclaimed films as Hobbyhorse Revolution by Selma Vilhunen or Santra & the Talking Trees by 
Miia Tervo. Films edited by Okku regularly screen at the best film festivals around the globe. 
Besides being prolific film editor, Nuutilainen has also established herself as a visual artist. 

https://www.imdb.com/name/nm3149298/ 

COMPOSER - KRISTOFFER LO 

Norwegian jazz musician and composer. Lo has redefined the use of tuba and its role in band. 
From its traditional role as the low-end in symphony orchestras and Dixieland bands, he has 
taken the instrument to a new direction, filling the position as the ultra low end in metal- and 
noise bands. He is a part of bands like Pelbo, Trondheim Jazz Orchestra, Microtub, Sunswitch as 
well as one of Norway’s most successful groups in recent years: Highasakite. With music studies 
from the jazz program at the Musikkonservatoriet in Trondheim, he has slowly built up a solid 
reputation as a composer, both in Norway and around the world. His two solo albums Anomie 
(2013) & The Black Meat (2016) have established Lo as one of the most interesting, upcoming 
contemporary composers in Norway. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kristoffer_Lo 

SOUND DESIGN: JORGEN MEYER & AUDUN ROSTAD - AMBOLT AUDIO 

Trodnheim & Oslo based Ambolt Audio is an innovative sound design production house with  
countless feature & documentary films on their filmography. Jorgen and Audun regularly 
collaborate with the composer Kristoffer Lo, having formed a tight collaborative team that fuses 
sound design and music seamlessly. 

http://www.amboltaudio.no 



CO-PRODUCER: DAG HOEL 

Since 1990’s the Norwegian producer Dag Hoel, has produced documentary films and fictional 
features for global audiences. Dag is selective about the projects he engages with. He is 
developing and producing feature films for theatrical release exclusively and has a strong focus 
on international co-productions of highest level. Some of his recent credits include Retablo, 
(Berlinale, 2018), La Familia (Cannes, 2017) as well as Sweden’s most successful theatrical 
documentary release of all time: Tusen Bitar (2014). Dag Hoel is also a published author and 
shares his time between writing non-fiction books and producing films. 

https://www.imdb.com/name/nm3473705/?ref_=fn_al_nm_1 

ACADEMICS  

The concept of the film has been developed in collaboration with some of the worlds leading 
thinkers in the field of tourism studies. MacCannell & Cohen are in fact considered to be “the 
founding fathers” of the whole research field, the first ones to take tourism seriously as a subject 
of academic research. MacCannell’s groundbraking treatise “The Tourist”, published in in 1976, 
has become a modern classic and is probably the most influential single study on the subject 
matter.  

- Dean MacCannell, Emeritus Professor of Sociology, University of California at Davis 
- Eric Leed, Emeritus Professor of History, University of Florida 
- Erik Cohen, Emeritus Professor of Sociology, Hebrew University of Jerusalem 
- Soile Veijola, Professor of Sociology, University of Lapland, Finland 

IDEASTHETIC  - COMPANY PROFILE 

Ideasthetic is a Helsinki based film production company, specialising on high quality 
documentary feature films that aim for the international audiences across the globe. Company 
was founded on 2015, by filmmaker Mika Mattila, following the critical international success of 
his debut feature film Chimeras (2013). During it’s short lifespan Ideasthetic has initiated several 
international co-productions with collaborators in France, Germany, Norway, Korea & United 
States. 
  
Ideasthetic’s operational philosophy is based on thoroughly international ethos, working with 
collaborations across the globe, funding it’s project internationally and selecting it’s topics with 
worldwide audiences in mind. Company is focusing entirely on creatively ambitious films that 
explore the boundaries of the genre, guided by the firm belief that documentary is a form of art 
above all, equal to dramatic fictional films in stature and weight. The company has for example 
engaged in collaborative projects with award winning filmmakers, as Ben Nabors (William & the 
Windmill, SXSW Grand Jury Prize 2013) & Yi Seung-jun (Academy Award nominee 2020 & IDFA 
Best Feature Documentary 2011). Carnival Pilgrims will be company’s first release.  

WWW.IDEASTHETIC.COM 

http://WWW.IDEASTHETIC.COM


PRODUCTION NOTES 

The idea for a film about touristic rituals formed during two decades of extensive travel and 
long periods of living abroad. The vast globe that had been waiting to be explored during my 
childhood, was getting painfully small, and the ego of an explorer had been humiliated by 
the realisation, that no matter how much I tried to escape it: I was in fact a tourist, even when 
I was not going anywhere… At some point in 2014, as I was touring festivals with my debut 
feature, Chimeras, I started extending my festival stays and begun to film tourists at the side. 
Festival locations were in fact partially chosen to accommodate the filming. In the beginning 
my interest was rather visually oriented. There was no story or narrative that to tell, just 
curiosity and fascination on the spectacles as such. In fact, I was not even sure if I would be 
making a film at all. Vague ideas about multi-channel video installation or some sort of 
fragmented, kaleidoscopic web-narrative, seemed like a fascinating options. From very early 
on, it was clear to me that I did not want to focus extensively on any protagonist, nor on any 
particular location. With my previous film Chimeras, I had spent years filming the same main 
characters within Chinese art world, and as enriching and illuminating as that experience had 
been, I was not looking forward to repeat it so soon. Instead of getting closer to the 
individual experience, I wanted rather to take a step back and examine collective aspects of 
life.  

Once I started researching tourism, I was astonished how little there was written. Considering 
that tourism is the largest “industry” on the planet and so much of our time, money and 
emotional energy is spent on travelling (and dreaming about it), it is remarkably difficult to 
find anything analytical written for the general public. One had to dig into academic world to 
get even started. This led me however to a rich and fascinating world of tourism-studies and 
the ideas of ritual;  dichotomy of sacred & profane; or symbolic order started to emerge as 
central concepts. Gradually an idea for a film was starting to emerge from the interviews with 
the academics, and the footage that I was getting.  Once the more traditional film funders got 
involved around 2016-17, the filming process also became more focused and intensive.  
Footage was gathered from 13 different countries and countless locations, almost always 
alone. Due to my working methods that involved a lot of waiting and “just watching”, it was 
clear that this film could not be made with a traditional film crew (or even less traditional 
one), within any reasonable budget limits. Larger budget was out of question, due to the 
uncompromising nature of films point view, which did not involve a main character, story or 
message that could be easily pitched for larger audiences. Also, it was important to maintain 
certain degree of intimacy during the filming process, in order not to turn into an attraction 
myself. 

Just like the filming had begun gradually, similarly the editing process evolved through the 
years. I had experimented with the footage all along the way, and long before the shooting 
had finished, we had been working with editor Okku Nuutilainen. That work heavily shaped 
the last major filming period in 2018. By early 2019 we had sketched out the main elements 
for the film: Gilgamesh/Toddler-hero as an archetype, as well as the triptych-structure: Hero - 
Tourist - Pilgrim. For a quite long time, the film was heavily built upon historical and 
sociological reflection. The main challenge in edit was finding the right balance and flow in 
terms of how explicitly to verbalise the underlying themes and how much to rely just on the 
audiovisual flow.  The further the editing progressed, the less words were needed… Due to 
other commitments, Okku was however unable to finish the film and since the audio post 
production was anyway going to be done in Norway, it made a lot of sense to finish the 
editing process there as well. Editor Anders Teigen revitalised the process and brought his 
fresh insight into the project, which helped to streamline the film into it’s current form. 
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CREDITS 

DIRECTOR, SCRIPT & CINEMATOGRAPHY Mika Mattila
EDITING Okku Nuutilainen

Anders Teigen
Mika Mattila

COMPOSER Kristoffer Lo
SUPERVISING SOUND EDITOR Jørgen Meyer
PRODUCER IDEASTHETIC / Mika Mattila (Finland)
CO-PRODUCER DAG HOEL FILMPRODUKSJON / Dag Hoel (Norway)
IN COLLABORATION WITH GEO TELEVISION / Arno Becker (Germany)

GEO TELEVISION / Simone Theilmann (Germany)
GEO TELEVISION / Dr. Klaus Holtmann (Germany)
YLE - Finnish Broadcasting Company / Erkko Lyytinen

SUPPORTED BY SES - Finnish Film Foundation / Pekka Uotila
AVEK / Outi Rousu
Norwegian Film Institute / Helle Hansen
Midtnorsk Filmsenter / KriStine Ann Skaret
Ambolt Audio

FEATURING Otava Elo Kasimir Oja
Diana Maria Nicolau
Olimpia Herciu
Rania Nazmi
Yubai Zhang
Kerstin Seitzinger
Jay Bennett
Annamarie Trombetta
Misaki
Ariella Weissmann
Santa Claus
Akihiro Shimoda
Ayumi Vesaka
Tenzin Gyatso, 14th Dalai Lama
Tsering Dorjee
Carlos Ortega Barriuso

VOICES

ACADEMICS Emeritus Professor of History,  Eric J. Leed
Emeritus Professor of Anthropology, Dean MacCannell

TRAVELLERS Olimpia Herciu
Janos Rautonen
Diana Maria Nicolau
Liu Gang
Tom Collings
Bennett Price
Rania Nazmi
Jay Bennett
Chloe Sizelove 
Li Ting 
Lu Shuzhai 
You Mu 
Bianca Valerio
Jenny Kim
Kyle Van de Vooren
Rachel Brauns 
Parastoo Sadekhi 
Kelsey Richmond
Helena Diaz
Antti Seppänen



Zahid Zahoor
Vince, Joel & Yanos
Carlos Ortega Barrius

ADDITIONAL VOICES

GILGAMESH Steve Chambers / The Voice Realm
ELISABETH BISHOP: QUESTIONS OF TRAVEL  Artistgigi / Fiverr
RADIO PRESENTER Rosko Lewis /Fiverr
THOMAS COOK  Donal / The Voice Realm
CHINESE TRAVEL GUIDE  Yo Zi / Fiverr
AUDIOGUIDE  Bob Darling / Fiverr
AUDIOGUIDE Kylie Hinze / Fiverr
EMILE DURKHEIM  Fred Quentin / The Voice Realm

QUOTES Epic of Gilgamesh
Elisabeth Bishop: Questions of Travel
Emile Durkheim: The Elementary Forms of Religious Life

CREW

SCORE PERFORMED BY Kristoffer Lo
MUSIC PUBLISHER	 	 	 	     GILT – Music Publishing and Artist Services

SUPERVISING SOUND EDITOR      Jørgen Meyer

SOUND DESIGN	 	 	 	     Audun Kvitland Røstad 

          Geir Døhlie Gjerdsjø

          Are Åberg

FOLEY          Are Åberg

          Marit Kamsvåg 

RE-RECORDING MIXER	 	 	     Jørgen Meyer
          Audun Kvitland Røstad

DUBBING STAGE        Ambolt Audio AS

          Trondheim Kino

ADDITIONAL SOUND RECORDIST Thanos Papadellis

ONLINE EDIT Ilkka Velin / Grade One
POST-PRODUCTION PRODUCER Mikko Savinainen / Grade One
COLORIST Petri Falkenberg / Grade One

LANGUAGE CONSTULTANT (AKKADIAN)  Emeritus Professor of Assyrology, Simo Parpola, 
University of Helsinki

TRANSLATION TUNER Gareth Rees
TRANSLATIONS Anamaria Bulgariu - Romanian

Chen Lei - Chinese
Zeynab Tajik - Farsi
Hanna Mannila - Urdu
Aigul Mussina - Kazakh
Eric Goulard - French
Özden Arıkan - Turkish
Robins A Yoko - Japanese

ACADEMIC CONSULTANTS Emeritus Professor of Sociology, Eric Cohen, Hebrew 
University of Jerusalem
Professor of Sociology of Tourism, Soile Veijola, 
University of Lapland
Emeritus Professor of History,  Eric J. Leed
Emeritus Professor of Anthropology, Dean MacCannell

SCRIPT CONSULTANT Lea Todorov
PRODUCTION CONSULTATION Ulla Simonen
EDITING CONSULTATION Dag Hoel

Iikka Vehkalahti
Jouko Aaltonen
Antti Seppänen



Mikko Sippola
Henna- Riikka Halonen
Milla-Kariina Oja
Thomas Slätis
Asbjørn Tiller
Audun Amundsen

KEY ART / POSTER DESIGN     Geoffrey Grandfield

LOCATION SUPPORT

FINLAND
Kirsikka Paakkinen - Junior Film Comissioner, House of Lapland
Salla Tauriainen - Media visit & PR coordinator, Visit Rovaniemi
Santa Claus Village, Rovaniemi

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT
Anri Gorski

PAPUA NEW GUINEA
Johannes Teven, Mighty Sepik Tour, Wewak
Wagu village
Haus Tambaran - Palembei village, Kaganamun
Naigboi Guest House, Yuo Island 

ISRAEL
The Greek Orthodox Patriarch of Jerusalem - Media Office
Armenian Patriarchate of Jerusalem
Custodia Terræ Sanctae - Franciscan Custody of Holy Land
 Nathalie Van der Aa/Biblical Productions - Production Coordinator, Jerusalem
Noam Sharon/ATP Productions - Production Coordinator, Jerusalem
Ariella Weismann & Majd - Nazareth Village, Nazareth
Samuel Ben Siri, Gilgal Tours, Jordan River
Sarit Gani, Yardenit -The Baptismal Site on the Jordan River

GERMANY
Berlin Hauptbahnhof
Liquidrom
Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe

POLAND
Wanda Hutny, Curator, Auschwitz-Birkenau State Museum

ITALY
Mariangela Rossini, Production Coordinator / Kublai Film
Francesco Scarpa, Palazzina Grassi

PARIS
Societe D’exploitation de la Tour Eiffel - Victoria Klahr, Press Officer 
Shakespare & Co. - Adam Biles
Photocinerent

SPAIN
Stardust Night Club, Benidorm
Poble Español, Barcelona
Sergey Sivirivlov, Tablao de Carmen, Barcelona

UNITED STATES
Grand Canyon National Park - National Park Service, Arizona
Pueblo of Zuni, New Mexico
Monument Valley Tribal Park, Navajo Reservation



Hotel Venetian, Las Vegas, Nevada

GREECE
Monastery of the Archangel Mikael at Panormitis, Symi
Theokritos Travel - Zia Greek Night, Kos
Patrick Ta Petrina - Zarta House, Volissos, Chios

INDIA
The Office of His Holiness the Dalai Lama, Dharamshala

THAILAND
Koh Phangan Jeep Tours
Baan Tong Luan - Eco-agricultural Hill Tribes Village
Chiang Mai, Elephant sanctuary

ARCHIVE FOOTAGE

Interior N.Y Subway (1905) / Library of Congress
The Georgetown Loop (1901), Billy Bitzer/ BFI
The European Rest Cure (1904), Edwin S. Porter / Library of Congress
Colomb (1904), Vincent LORANT-HEILBRONN / La Cinémathèque de Toulouse 
In the Land of the Headhunters (1914), Edward S. Curtis / Milestone Films
The Ten Commandments (1923), Cecil B. DeMille 
The Head Hunters of the Seas of South (1928) / Gaumont Pathé Archives
Biarritz (1928) / Gaumont Pathé Archives
Conquest of Himalaya (1948) / Gaumont Pathé Archives
Boulevard of Kasbahs (1973) / Gaumont Pathé Archives
Karakoram (1938) / Gaumont Pathé Archives
Venice, the Queen of Adriatic (1912) / Gaumont Pathé Archives
Tableaux Vénitiens (1921) / Gaumont Pathé Archives
Daeuville-Trouville, La Plage et le Front de Mer (1912) / Gaumont Pathé Archives
Scarabee d’Or (1928) / Gaumont Pathé Archives
Liverpool Manchester Railway Opening / Huntley Archives
Cunard Cruise / Periscope Films
Wonderful World / Periscope Films
Survivors of the Ice Age (1960) / Periscope Films
The Friendly Ship / Periscope Films
Hawaiian Hospitality (1960) / Periscope Films
Around the World Cruise (1950) / Periscope Films
Laplanders (1950) / AV Geeks
Tourist Life On Board A Glamorous Cruise Liner Around All of Europe (1950) / Kinolibrary
South African Travelogue (1950) / Kinolibrary
NASA
NAFTS
Chris T
Maj-Lis Mattila
Christian Media Center, Jerusalem

STOCK FOOTAGE

eurospiders / Pond5
Retrofootage / Pond5
Pro_Studio / Pond5
Airman / Pond5
Wanderingstock / Pond5
Kingsland / Dissolve
AirPro / Dissolve
Airstock / Dissolve
AILA_IMAGES / Dissolve



RM Nunes / Dissolve
Chiangchong Luangon / Dreamstime
Pzaxe / Dreamstime
Nicola Trifunovic / Dreamstime
McLein / Adobe Stock
DPStudio / Adobe Stock
AILA_IMAGES / Adobe Stock

PAINTINGS

Landing of Columbus (1893), Albert Bierstadt
Indian Canoe (1886), Albert Bierstadt
Indian Vespers (1847), Asher Brown Durand
Wooded Lanscape with Temple (1809) / Josef Rebell
Syria by Sea (1873) / Frederic Edwin Church
Lord Byron’s Dream (1807) / Sir Charles Lock Eastlake
The Golden Bough (1847) / Joseph Mallord William Turner
Die Totenisle (1880) / Arnold Böcklin
Wanderer Above the Sea of Fog (1818) / Caspar David Friedrich
April In Paris / Brent Heighton

ADDITIONAL MUSIC

1382 Wyclif Gen. II. 7 And Spiride In To The Face Of Hym An Entre Of Breth Of Lijf.

From Spellewauerynsherde

Written by Akira Rabelais

Courtesy of Akira Rabelais


Barcarolle (The Tales of Hoffmann)
Written by Jacques Offenbach
Performed by Ackroyd Trio

Gymnopedie No.1
From Eisoptrophobia, Akira Rabelais
Written by Erik Satie
Arranged & Performed by Akira Rabelais
Courtesy of Akira Rabelais

Megaloschemos II
from Portraits of Illustrative Mania
Original song by The Men’s Choir of Ion Rilski, the Miracle worker Sofia
Arranged & Performed by Fathomage / Hadži-Luka Kevešević
Courtesy of Fathomage

Aamunkoi
from Lunkula
Written and performed by Pauliina Syrjälä
Courtesy of Finnish Folk Music Institute
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Richard Fubar
Maria Gaquarezis
Diana Georgieva
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Anna-Karin Grönroos
Kiko Hirakawa
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Anna-Maija Mattila
Sari Mattila
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Dilda Nurlan
Masahiro Oushi
Eduardo Pedroso
Jay Sarmiento
Delphine Schmit
Géraldine Sprimont
Gerald Sweeting
Margaret Sweeting
Taina Tervonen
 Patrick Timmer
Jochen Tittmar
Başak Tosun
Miguel Vila - Radio Arenys
Pertti Venetjoki
Nodoka Yokokawa
NorikoYokokawa

SPECIAL THANKS

Milla-Kariina Oja
Otava Elo Kasimir Oja
Pertti Mattila
Vappu Mattila
Janne Mattila

PROJECT DEVELOMPENT GRANTS

Kone Foundation
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AVEK - The Promotion Centre for Audiovisual Culture
SES - Finnish Film Foundation
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Nordisk Forum 2017
Finnish Film Affair 2018
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